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Springing into the Community
As each day passes, the
weather keeps getting
warmer. We're starting to
get rid of the ice storms and
cold winter weather and
instead move into the days of
warmer weather and flowers
in bloom.
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As we move further into April,
it's amazing to see the world
around us changing. Flowers
come to bloom, people come
out and enjoy the weather,
and everything starts getting
more bright and cheerful.
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Beyond the changing seasons
around us, many businesses
and organizations start to run
and participate in more
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events. Our community really
comes to life during the
Spring. Everyone comes
together to enjoy each other's
company and support our
community.

means we're half way to our
anniversary!

It certainly is #BRANTastic to
see so many community
events come to us and to have
so many folks be involved. It
seems as though every
month, there are more and
more events that come
flooding into us.

Thanks to all the community
support, we keep on building
and growing. As a result, we
get to showcase even more
local content and talent. In
the last couple months, we've
already grown to 28 pages
with over 300 events. When
we started up this paper, we
certainly had no idea that
we'd be able to get this far in
only 18 months.

It's great to see how our event
guide and our paper has
grown in the past 18 months.
Which is another reason why
we like Spring so much; it

So as the days get warmer
this month, remember to Be
Seen blooming with our
community and all it has to
offer.
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I apologize in advance for
the “gushiness” in this
month’s editor column. As a
brand new dad, I can’t help
but do it at least this once.
At 4:08 am, March 21, my life
changed forever. Angela and
I are proud to announce the
birth of our baby girl,
Gracelyn Elizabeth Bonetta
Robillard, at a healthy and
happy 7 lbs even.

I want to take a moment to
thank everyone at the Brant
Community Healthcare
System, specifically the
Brantford General Hospital,
for their care as our baby girl
made her big arrival this past
month. I also want to thank
Dr. Cindy Sorge of West Side
Obstetrics & Gynecology, for
her knowledge and wisdom
as we went through

pregnancy as a couple for
the first time.
The joy and love she has
already brought to our lives
has been nothing short of a
blessing. I can only hope that
I can be half as good of a
father as she deserves.
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Podcasts: Every topic; always on demand.
podcast out there for you. In
every hobby or interest
imaginable, there are experts
hosting podcasts. Once
episodes have been uploaded
to iTunes, Stitcher or
wherever else they’re being
hosted, they don’t expire. All
of this wonderful media is
out there, online, just waiting
for you.

No platform exists quite like
the internet. It’s accessible to
anyone connected, it’s free
from control and it’s powered
by good quality, awesome
content. From blogs, forums
and social media, there’s a
specific medium online that
stands out as immersive,
personal and timehonoured.
Podcasts are the new
generation’s answer to
terrestrial radio.
If your interest is based in
migratory birds, antique
trains or the latest baseball
news, rest assured there’s a

Where traditional media is
saturated with ads and gabby
hosts, podcasts leave
listeners with a real
connection to the hosts
behind the mic. That’s how I
started some three to four
years ago; listening to a
podcast about miniature
wargaming. Ever since, I’ve
come to love the artform not
only for what it’s many shows
have taught me, but for what
I think it represents for the
online community and the
media at large.
My first podcast started out
of a conversation about
making the most from our
lives. Between my good

friend Alex and I always
wanting to start our own
podcast and being ramped up
from the idea of chasing
whimsey, we pulled the
trigger A few Amazon
purchases later, The
Benchcast was born.
Our show is a lot like the
ones that got me interested
in podcasts. A conversation,
recorded and uploaded to the
internet for all to hear. We’ll
debate about the silliest
topics that come up between
good friends, like whether
M&M’s really are better than
Smarties, before slipping into
deeper issues of government,
war, privacy or our own
personal issues. For some,
putting all of these very
personal, emotional matters
onto the digital table might
seem like the classic
oversharing our generation is
so prone to. For us, it’s a sort
of therapy, enmeshed with
the same headshaking laughs
we’d normally share over a
hot cup of coffee, without the
mics.
The Benchcast has been
running now on a weekly
basis, recorded live and
unedited from our gaming
store, The Devil’s Bench, at
436 Colborne St E. The show
has taught me invaluable
technical lessons in
producing high quality audio
entertainment. I’ve managed
to bridge this understanding
of production and my love of
podcasting once more to a
different type of show.
In March of this year, I
started Days of Old, my
second podcast to date.
Released biweekly, Days of
Old is a scripted, well
researched show about the
people who lived through
history. Using letters, diaries
and interviews, the show
recounts the more ordinary
side of WWII. The first
episode began with a story
about a soldier from
Brantford. On hearing it, his
long-distant relative
contacted me to tell me the
rest of his story. I wouldn’t
have been able to have an

experience quite like this
without this podcast.
The war is of particular
interest to me in most part
because of our proximity to
it. In history, it’s easy to
distance ourselves from the
people who experienced it.
The war, alongside the
multiple advancements in our
ability to record it’s events,
provides for me a unique
glimpse into the era.
Newspapers, journals and
even recordings from people
in the middle of it all lets us
really connect with their
experiences. Through “Days
of Old”, I’m able to tell these
stories, condensed and
cherrypicked to fit episodic
themes, to hopefully help the
listener attach themselves to
history in a very personal,
intimate way.

Both ‘Days of Old’ and ‘The
Benchcast’ are available for
download for free on iTunes.
The
shows are easily found in
most search engines by
name, too.
If any of this sounds like an
activity you might want to
try, the best part about
internet media is just that;
you can try. You can buy the
equipment, set it up and
become a podcaster, blogger,
vlogger or any other type of
online content creator. We’re
living in a very exciting time
to be a creative. For the first
time ever, there’s a massively
popular platform that is
completely uncontrolled and
ready, waiting for you to
publish. The time is now,
folks, like never before.

Even more online at BScene.ca
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Steps to Protecting the Earth
generations. A good start
would be to remember and
follow the 3 R's; reduce,
reuse, and recycle. Another
important task is to make
sure that hazardous waste,
such as batteries, are being
disposed of properly.
Reduce:
Earth Day is approaching
on April 22. As an individual,
there are many things that
one can do to protect this
precious planet for future

Humans create an
abundance of waste.
Reducing the amount of
waste created is the best
way to protect the
environment. An easy way

to do this is to avoid using
disposable items as often as
possible.
Reuse:
Outgrown clothing and
gently used household
items need a second life.
There are many second
hand stores in Brantford
that accept and sell second
hand goods. Dropping off
useable items that you no
longer want or need
reduces landfill volumes.

Recycle:
Brantford curb side pick up
has two separate blue bins.
One for paper products,
such as newsprint,
magazines, cardboard and
paper egg cartons. The
second one for metal cans,
glass jars and bottles and
plastics 1 through 7.
Styrofoam is not recyclable,
and must be thrown in the
garbage.
Hazardous Waste Disposal:

Part of protecting the
environment is to ensure
we dispose of our waste in
the best possible way. To
help you do that, here is a
table of items that should
not go to landfill and where
in Brantford they can be
dropped off for proper
disposal. You can also go to
Brantford landfill on
Household Hazardous
Waste collection days. The
next two days are May 14
and June 11 from 8 am to 4
pm.

Kids enjoy the Easter Egg Hunt at Myrtleville House Museum. For more
photos of this and other events, check out our on pages 22 and 23. Photo by:
Belinda J. Clements

Follow us on facebook or twitter: BScenePaper
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Savory soups for the soul a success

Paris social enterprise provides stability, dignity and learned skills.

The mouth-watering aroma
of simmering soup
accompanied by happy
chatter, greets those who
enter the Paris Presbyterian
church on any given Tuesday
or Wednesday morning.
Workers at the Raw Carrot, a
social enterprise which
began two years ago, are
busy preparing, chopping,
cooking and packaging a
variety of delicious home
style soups for sale to the
public.
It all began in 2014 when two
members of the church’s
congregation, Colleen
Graham and Rebecca
Sherbino, noticed there were
a number of people in the
community seeking work
who were also on the
Ontario Disability Support
Program (ODSP). “For a
variety of reasons, we

realized these individuals
would not be able to thrive in
a traditional work
environment. It could be due
to learning disabilities,
mental health reasons, or a
variety of other barriers,” said
Graham. So, over a late
night conversation Graham
and Sherbino cooked up a
plan to foster a viable,
professional work
environment that would earn
money, teach skills and build
confidence. Both women
enjoyed cooking and felt
culinary skills could be easily
worked into on- the-job
training. Graham says they
chose soup because,
“Everyone eats it at some
point in time and we felt it
was something that we could
make that was warm and
hearty and healthy for people
and it freezes well, it’s like
buying a meal in a bag and
we felt we could accomplish
a number of things with our
customers in one easy
package.” The family recipes
were supplied by the women
themselves, both busy
mothers with seven children
between them. Their
families act as a focus group,
tasting everything before it’s
offered up for sale. “We felt if
our kids would eat them and
enjoy them and if our
husbands would eat them
and enjoy them, they were a

good start and then we
would build a broad focus
group of friends throughout
the community, that taste
test for us,” said Graham.
Recipes include Signature
Carrot Ginger, Spicy-ish
Sausage and Cabbage, Flying
Noodle (Chunky Chicken
Noodle) Loaded Potato
Bacon, Lentil & Barley, For
What Kales You (kale and
navy bean) Veggie Mania and
various seasonal varieties.
Graham who has a
background in health care
management and Sherbino
who has a Master’s degree in
International Relations began
the venture with some small
capital of their own and the
support of the Paris
Presbyterian Church. They
have also received grants
from other community
sources - mainly church
foundations. All of the
proceeds from the Raw
Carrot go toward paying staff
and maintaining the
business, which runs under
the umbrella of the Paris
Presbyterian Church as a
social enterprise. The church
also supports the venture by
donating the space,
appliances, business support
and by being loyal
customers. The six part-time
employees at the Raw Carrot
are allowed to earn up to an

From left to right: Melanie McNamara, Lorie Nason, Amanda McNamara, Shelly Prangley, Cheryl Kortleve,
Colleen Graham, Patti Kunashko and Ryan Fitzpatrick. Photo by: Yvonne van de Wiele-Cooper

additional $200 per
month without
having it clawed
back by the
Province under the
ODSP system. All
have obtained food
handlers safety
certification
through Brant
Public Health, a
proud personal
accomplishment
for most of the
participants who
haven’t been to
school or written a
test in decades.
They work rotating
shifts that run
between four and
10 hours a week on
Tuesday and
Wednesdays from
9:30 a.m. till 1:30
p.m. and a staffer
who is especially
handy with
numbers, looks
after sales on
Thursday evenings
from 5:00 p.m. till
7:00 p.m.

From left to right: volunteer Cheryl
Kortleve, Raw Carrot co- founder Colleen
Graham, volunteer Patti Kunashko. Photo
by: Yvonne van de Wiele-Cooper

A number of dedicated
volunteers also help out at
the Raw Carrot on a
rotational basis. They lend a
hand for example, when a
staffer who may have a
mental health problem needs
time off and a job to come
back to. Volunteer Cheryl
Kortleve, who worked in
seniors home kitchens in
Barrie before moving to
Paris, says she wanted to be
able to offer her services to
people who needed it again,
just as she did when working
with older people. “They
teach us a lot too,” she says
adding the volunteers have
become friends with the
staff. Meantime, Patti
Kunashko, who laughingly
calls herself a professional
volunteer, says the
volunteers are there to listen
and offer advice and
guidance if needed.
Lori Nason has been
employed at the Raw Carrot
since day one. She makes
sure things are properly
sanitized. She also cuts

vegetables, makes bread and
stocks supplies. “It gives me
stability to work with other
people and I enjoy being
around people and helping
out,” she says. Lori says
having the job also helps out
with finances. Before
Amanda McNamara worked
at the Raw Carrot, she
helped out with babysitting
the children in the church
nursery. She had tried to find
a job previously through an
employment agency, but it
didn’t work out. “Working
here is fun and I enjoy it
because I like to bake and we
bake bread,” she says.
Amanda hopes she can
continue working at the Raw
Carrot for as long as
possible.
For information about the
delicious, preservative free
soups at the Raw Carrot
located in the Paris
Presbyterian Church; check
out their website
www.therawcarrot.com or
find them on Facebook
(facebook.com/therawcarro
t). You can also email them
at info@therawcarrot.com
or call 519-505-7093.

Even more online at BScene.ca
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Paediatric Care at the Brant Community Healthcare System

TThe Brant Community
Healthcare System (BCHS) is
this region’s provider for
Paediatric Services. The
BCHS is committed to
providing high quality,
excellent care in a safe and
warm environment to our
youngest patients as part of
our Maternal Child Service.
With an 8-bed inpatient
unit, we serve more than
700 paediatric inpatients
annually as well as more
than 12,000 patients that
come through our
emergency department. Our
paediatric inpatient unit was
recently moved from the 8th
to the 4th floor to support
integration with our
maternal child program. Our
paediatric unit provides 24hour medical, surgical and
mental health services. It is
our goal to ensure this
inpatient unit is renovated
and equipped to support the

unique needs of this
population.
On January 18th the BCHS
began phase one of the
necessary improvements to
our paediatric care unit.
Construction includes
creating a family friendly 8bed inpatient unit on the 4th
floor, a warm and inviting
family lounge and two
specialized mental health
rooms to meet the needs of
our most vulnerable
patients.
Phase two of the
Renovation
Phase Two of our paediatric
care renovations include
purchasing new and
enhanced patient equipment
such as isolettes, vital sign
monitors, digital weigh
scales and sleep recliners to
support parents staying
overnight to care for their
little ones. The cost
associated equipping all
eight renovated rooms with
new modern equipment will
be between $150,000 $200,000.
To ensure we have the best
medical equipment
necessary to meet the needs
of our patients we are asking
community supporters to
assist us. We are grateful to
all the donors who have
already invested in phase
one of this campaign. We

will continue to actively
fundraise to support the
needs of phase two to
ensure our families are as
comfortable as can be
during what is often a
challenging time.
Some of the equipment
needed includes:

They electronically monitor
and measure the various
physiological statistics of
our patients, including heart
rate, respiratory rate and
blood pressure,
simultaneously.

Vital Sign Monitors ($4,500
each): Vital signs monitors
are utilized in almost every
area of care at the BCHS.

Breast-feeding Pumps
($1,600 each): These
hospital grade pumps are
approved for sterilization
and are urgently needed on
the paediatric unit.

Digital Scale ($2,500 each):
This scale is specifically
The Kate Broddick Team presents a cheque for $1200 to BCHSF on March 17.

Follow us on facebook or twitter: BScenePaper

designed to weigh
premature infants, babies
and young children that are
having difficulty gaining
weight.

Sleeper Recliners ($2,000
each): A comfortable chair
that provides a supportive
place to sleep for parents
and guardians staying
overnight with their little
ones.

To learn more about how
you may support the
Paediatric case for support
contact us at 519-751-5510
or foundation@bchsys.org.
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8th Annual Big Hair for Little Kids
continued to flood in as each
snip took place. Members of
the crowd ran up with spare
change, $5’s, $10’s, $20’s,
$50’s, and even a $100 dollar
donation. It was then time
for Squealer to perform as
the remaining participants
prepared for their time in
the spotlight.
“Because you're here, you're
all making a big difference
tonight.” Tracey Patricha
I’m not splitting hairs when I
say the Army Navy Airforce
Club was filled to brim with
people for Big Hair for Little
Kids on March 5th. It began
when Town Crier David
McKee bellowed one of his
trademark cries. Afterwards,
the musical talents of
Junkyard Delight hit the
stage to rock the house, as
the crowd continued to
grow. Tickets for various
draws were sold, the silent
auction room was filled with
onlookers, and men and
women who grew out their
hair to donate prepared
stage right. Professional hair
stylists such as: Raeann Hall,
Mike & Craig from Scumbags
& Cavaliers, and Mary Kay
from Hair It Is, donated their
time to cut and style hair for
the nearly 25 people getting
cut. The first round of
participants took the stage,
and more donations

The event continued to grow
and as some people called it
a night, even more people
entered and joined in on the
fun. The hall was filled with
dancing, singing, and
donations continued to pour
in. By the end of the second
round of cuts there seemed
to be no end in sight for the
celebration; as the party
raged on into the late hours
of the night. Organizers
were thrilled at the
incredible turnout for this
year’s event. They managed
to send $18,846.52 and over
100 ponytails to Angel Hair
for Kids. Many thanks go out
to the voluntolds and the
many sponsors, including a
special thank you to S.C.
Johnson.
Make sure to Be Seen at next
year's Big Hair for Little Kids.

Would you like to be a part of #TeamBScene? We're looking for
positive people just like you to join our growing team!
Contact Joshua@bscene.ca Jason@bscene.ca or
Richard@bscene.ca to learn more!
#BRANTastic!
Photo: Patrick Mceachern

Even more online at BScene.ca
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Be Your Own Boss!

Do you want to be your
own boss this summer?
Summer Company is a
program for enterprising
students who want to start
their own business.
The program provides
students with hands-on
business coaching,
mentoring and an
opportunity to receive up
to $3000 in grant funding.
Be your own boss while
learning what it takes to
manage a business. You’re
required to commit 35

hours per week; high
school students build their
business over 8 weeks and
post-secondary students
over 12 weeks.

Jack Taylor was a 2015
Summer Company
participant at the BRC and
now operates Taylor
Chopping Boards.

Seize the opportunity to
develop expertise that will
benefit you the rest of your
life and will look awesome
on your resume. Learn
highly useful skills in sales,
marketing, invoicing,
bookkeeping, customer
relationships and
management.

Jack says, “I learned a great
deal about running a
business while
participating in the 2015
Summer Company program
at the Brantford-Brant
Business Resource Centre.
The training provided me
with an excellent
foundation and the
mentorship provided me
with fresh ideas and better
ways to market my
product. I attended a
number of trade shows
through my mentorship
with Cole Talbot and
managed to get a number
of orders through
consignment sales at local
retailers.

Summer Company is a
youth entrepreneurship
program, funded by the
Ministry of Economic
Development, Employment
and Infrastructure and is
for students between the
ages 15 and 29 who are
returning to school in the
fall. The program is
administerd by the
Brantford-Brant Business
Resource Centre (BRC).

My business has continued
on and in November 2015 I
purchased some new

equipment and invested
about $2000 into the shop.
Every day up till Christmas
I made chopping boards
and went to various crafts
shows and had my boards
in shops on consignment. It
was very busy and took a
lot of hard work and left
me with little free time. But
it was one of the best
Christmases yet and I
gained a lot of experience
and knowledge for the new
year.
This year has been great
for me, but I plan on going
a lot further in 2016. I want
to plan all my shows ASAP
and organize all of the sales
events I'm going to and
advertise for them via
Facebook and my website.
Also I will be able to
produce chopping boards
in the down time (JanApril) so that I will be ready
for all the art shows in the
summer and Christmas.

Once again thanks for all
your help and guidance my
business has been very
successful and I believe it
will continue!” Check out
Jack’s website
taylorchoppingboards.com
or contact Jack at
taylorchoppingboards@gm
ail.com or 1-226-931-2187
If you want to be your own
boss this summer, we can
show you how!
Contact Sue at
sloveless@brantford.ca or
call 519-756-4269.

First Annual Downtown Showdown
The first of its kind in the area, the Downtown Showdown brought together
fingerboarders from all over the area to have some fun in the lower level of
the Market Square on Saturday, March 19th.
Event organizer and local entrepreneur, Matt Watkinson, created his
business called Joycult Wheels, which creates specialized wheels for
fingerboards. He started his business about one and a half years ago and
officially launched in September of 2015. With help from local
entrepreneurship programs through the Brantford-Brant Business Resource
Enterprise Centre and Laurier’s Launchpad program, Matt has been able to
make his dream a reality.
Matt has always enjoyed fingerboarding and even remembers daydreaming
about fingerboarding as a kid. “It makes me feel like I’m actually
skateboarding.” Matt wanted to start the business and the event to utilize all
of his passions and because it brings people together.
The event had over 50 people fingerboarding around the old fountain in the
Market Square. There was a wide range of age groups in attendance and even
had people come as far as Ajax, Niagara, and Pennsylvania.
Congratulations to Matt on his new entrepreneurial successes!

Follow us on facebook or twitter: BScenePaper
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La Bella Notte - In honour of International
Women's Day surpasses its goal
replace six beds in the shelter
in hopes of being able to
serve even more women this
year.

Mercasa Banquet Services at
Rossini Lodge was filled with
smiling faces, wonderful food,
men and women dressed to
the nines, and a catwalk of
models strutting their stuff,
on the evening of March 10th,
for Nova Vita’s - La Bella
Notte. Support Nova Vita is a
not for profit women's shelter
in Brantford, serving
Brantford and Brant County
with holistic client-centred
residential counselling
services for abused and
homeless women and their
children. Since 1983, they
have run these programs, and
each year they hold several
events to raise much needed
funding to help end the cycle
of abuse. Last year 255
women utilized Nova Vita and
its services. The goal for this
event was to raise $3500 to

This was the inaugural event
for La Bella Notte and it was
an incredible success, with
over $11,000 raised. Attire for
the fashion show was
provided by: Closet Couture
Boutique, Debbie's Basic
Black, Nina-Brie, Trends on
Grand, and The Cheshire Cat.
Guests could be heard
remarking on how lovely each
model and their outfits were.
The antipasto bar and
desserts were provided by
Mercasa Banquet Services, in
collaboration with Sweet
Bakery, and Petit Gourmet.
Each item was delicately
prepared and was enjoyed by
everyone. The event featured
a live auction hosted by The
Auctionista, which had each
attendee enthusiastically
outbidding one another in
support of Nova Vita.
The evening also featured
speeches from two survivors
of domestic violence. The
first speech came from a
woman named “Melody”. She
moved to Canada with her
husband, barely spoke
English, and was the victim of
domestic abuse. After
Children's Aid was brought in,

she was moved into Nova
Vita. Her experience with
Nova Vita staff and services
helped her cope with her
trauma and gave her the skills
and tools she needed to move
on. Years later, she now
speaks fluent English and
lives a healthy, independent
life, free of violence.
The second speech was from
a young man named Austin.

When he was a teenager, his
mother, his sister, and he,
moved into Nova Vita. He
found the experience
traumatic, while he
understood why they were
there, he didn't like that they
were. It wasn't until he was an
adult, that he realized how
much that experience had
helped him grow and
understand his situation. He
now proudly volunteers at
Nova Vita, working with

youth, sharing his experience
with others from a similar
situation.
The event brought out many
emotions from the crowd,
immense empathy for victims
and their stories and extreme
joy for the success of the
fashion show and money
raised. Nova Vita is an
essential service in our city,
so make sure to Be Seen
supporting them.

Even more online at BScene.ca
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BCHS Foundation Ladies Night Out hits fundraising target
Giving. Women were
treated to trays of hors
d’oeuvres which were
passed around by local
doctors, serving as waiters
for the first annual Ladies
Night Out- an Evening in
Support of Women’s Health.
Live music, wine and raffles
were also part of the fun.

Extra tables had to be set up
at Brantford’s Rossini Lodge
on Thursday night (March
3rd) to accommodate the
285 women who attended
an inaugural event aimed at
the fight against breast
cancer. “It’s sold out and
then a little bit and we stuck
in a couple of extra tables in
at the last minute to raise
some extra funds,” said Kari
Wilson, Brant Community
Healthcare System
Foundation Interim Director
of Major Planning and

Wilson said sponsorships
along with the proceeds of
the evening, meant they
were well on their way to
purchasing a $60,000 GPS
Navigator. The small but
vital device is an important
tool that provides
information assisting in the
detection of which lymph
nodes are at the highest risk
of becoming cancerous.
Usage of the GPS Navigator
helps determine the
appropriate treatment plan
based on the stage of the
cancer and the appropriate
removal of cancerous cells.
“The replacement unit has
of course many more
technological advancements

associated with it,” said
Wilson. She pointed out the
new GPS Navigator is
wireless and will interface
with existing equipment.
Chief of Surgical Services at
BGH, Dr. Denise Schneider
who uses the instrument
regularly in her work, told
the crowd the current GPS
Navigator at Brantford
General Hospital is nearing
the end of it’s useful life. She
says the new device will
make the diagnostic process
more efficient. Dr.
Schneider says there have
been huge advancements in
breast cancer surgeries over
the years. Previously,
lymphedema-swelling of the
arm, was common for those
who had undergone
extensive lymph node
removal. It meant they were
forced to wear support
sleeves to control the
swelling. With more
accurate detection and the
removal of fewer lymph
nodes, this is no longer the
issue it once was.
Meantime, Wilson says
there are several other
pieces of equipment on the
needs list they will be
raising funds for. They
include laparoscopic
surgical equipment,
cameras and light systems
and a special stirrup system
used in cesarean births.

Photos by Heather Cardle

Follow us on facebook or twitter: BScenePaper
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“Pumped” About a New Partnership

At Big Brothers Big Sisters
of Grand Erie we really
believe it’s not about how
much you give, it’s about
giving what you can. For
some that’s money. For
some that’s time. For others,
that’s something completely
different…
We are very excited to
announce that Brantford
Fitness Centre is helping us
make fitness more
accessible to our "Bigs" and
"Littles". They are the
newest business to join our
Activity Support Program,
which provides perks,
discounts, or freebies to our
“Bigs” and “Littles” to help
them create fun memories
through recreational
activities and outings.
In volunteer training, we tell
our “Bigs” that donating
their time is very generous
on its own: they should be
spending little-to-no money
on their weekly outings with
their “Little”. After all, the
mentoring relationship with
their “Little” should be built
on quality time together;
getting to know one
another, talking, exploring
our community, and trying
new things – not buying
them things. That being
said, it is nice to “splurge”
every now and again for
special occasions, or to try
something new.
Our Activity Support
Program accomplishes a
few different things
including making it easier
for a business to give back
to the community. It also
rewards our “Bigs” for
donating their time to a
local child. Most
importantly, it presents an
opportunity for a “Little” to
discover something new: it
might be a love of the arts,
discovering the world of
science, or in this case with the help of
Brantford Fitness
Centre - life-long
healthy habits for our
children and youth who
otherwise might not
have access to fitness
equipment or athletic
role models.

If you would like
to learn more
about our
Activity Support
Program please
give me a call at
519-759-3222, or
send me an email
(renee.vanderha
rst@bigbrothers
bigsisters.ca).

Even more online at BScene.ca
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Nova Vita Celebrates International Women’s Day in Style
beds in our thirty three bed
emergency shelter.
During the fashion show,
volunteer models lit up the
runway with their inner
beauty and outer sass as
they showcased fashions for
all ages. Nova Vita is
extremely thankful for the
partnership of our featured
boutiques: Debbie’s Basic
Black, Trends on Grand, The
Cheshire Cat, Nina-Brie,
and Closet Couture.

On March 10th Nova Vita
“debuted” La Bella Notte, an
evening of fun, fashion and
fundraising. It was a night
to honour women around
the world and in our
community who have
shown strength and
courage to make the choice
to live a violence-free life.
La Bella Notte was designed
to “help, hope, and heal”
with first-hand stories
shared by two former
clients that inspired and
helped to generate much
needed funds to replace

The energy in the room
skyrocketed with the
introduction of Linda Leja,
the master of fundraising
for the evening. The
Auctionista placed a call to
action: “Six beds! Let’s
replace six beds!” Thanks to
a number of anonymous
donors and the help of
some long standing
corporate sponsors, Nova
Vita was almost half way to
the target of $3500 before
the “fund-a-need” auction
began. When the dust
settled five minutes later,
the generous guests in
attendance more than

answered the call with
enough funds to replace ten
beds. Wow!
Nova Vita is truly grateful
for the generosity of our
guests who attended La
Belle Notte. Because of your
support, over $12,000 was
raised during the auctions
alone, with additional
proceeds coming in from
our generous sponsors, long
standing supporters, sold
out Swag Bags, and ticket
sales. The saying “it takes a
village” comes to mind when
we reflect, with extreme
gratitude, about the great
many supporters who
helped to make this new
event a huge success and
double our fundraising
goals. Nova Vita is now
poised to replace ten beds
and has additional
resources to continue to
offer and enhance our
services offered to women,
children and men. Grazie
Mille!

"Ice, ice...baby" This was winter's last gasp on March 25th, when
everything iced up. Very beautiful to see, imagine if the sun came out?
Whoa. Photo by Heather Cardle.
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Soup for the Soul is more than just food
Andrew’s United Church
provides much more than
that.
“You’ve got to reach out for
different types of meals …
you can’t have soup every
day, you wouldn’t want to eat
soup every day at home,” says
assistant community
resource advocate, Tania
Topolinsky.

With a name like Soup for the
Soul, it is easy to understand
why people assume all we do
is dish out bowls of soup. In
reality, this meal program
served every Monday and
Thursday night at St.

Soup for the Soul only serves
soup about 6 times a year,
and that is typically in the
form of stew. Soup just does
not reach the nutritional
value that Soup for the Soul
sets out to provide. Although
one of the most cost-efficient
meals to serve, soup can

prove a lot of safety hazards
as well. Getting this steamy
hot liquid meal to each
clients’ bowl, and then back
to their seats is not as easy as
one would hope.
Each meal depends on what is
donated, and what is on sale
at the time. The program is
given a $26 thousand budget
for each year, which is only
$250 each meal to serve
about 150 to 200 people.
“The one they love the most
is actually meatloaf, but I
can’t afford the meat for it,”
explains Greentree. With
ground beef prices staying so
high, some of the favourites
have to be put on hold.
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Topolinsky and Greentree sit
down each week to plan the
meals, almost always trying to
include a main dish, a side as
well as a dessert. Every meal
is paired with a bun, and
coffee, tea and juice are
always available on the drinks
table.

regularly on what is needed.
Greentree says that it is a
great place for extra
vegetables from your garden
that you may not use in time.
“To you, three dozen
tomatoes is insane, but to me,
three dozen tomatoes is
pasta sauce.”

Some other popular
favourites are the taco or
fajita bakes, mac and cheese,
Sheppard’s pie, and beef stew.
“They really like comfort
food, stuff that their mom’s
would make at home,”
explains Greentree.

To help or for more
information Contact Brant
Greentree at
soupforthesoul@bellnet.ca or
check the website at
www.standrewsbrantford.co
m

The Soup for the Soul website
updates their wish list

The Closet Door Turns 2
The Closet Door was full of
Closeteers and excitement as
owner, Tammy and her crew
celebrated the 2nd Anniversary of
her shop on March 10th.
Guests were greeted with cheers
and celebrated with champagne
and cupcakes while they shopped.
Make sure to Be Seen supporting
this local store for a cause!
Photos by: Jason Freeze.

Even more online at BScene.ca
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Leading the way to the future
students to earn their 40
hours of Community
Service. YAC members are
invited from high schools,
post-secondary institutions,
local youth leadership
groups and the community
at large.

The Youth Advisory
Committee, or YAC, as it is
fondly known is a
committee of the Brant
Community Foundation.
YAC members are highly
committed, energetic young
people who want to be
actively involved shaping
the future of their
community. Their
enthusiasm and
excitement provide a
welcome youth perspective
to the Foundation Board.
As a bonus, YAC
membership qualifies as an
opportunity for high school

The most important
responsibility of this group
is to review grant
applications submitted for
consideration for funds
from the Ontario
Endowment Fund for
Children and Youth in
Recreation. With a total of
$4,000.00 to distribute, the
members carefully consider
the applications and
determine which projects
will have the most impact
for the youth in our
community. This type of
decision making ensures an
opportunity to take a
critical look at programming
and its impact on youth. It

is also an opportunity to
become a volunteer
philanthropist – excellent
training for tomorrow’s
leaders.
On March 9th, 2016 the
group held a cheque
presentation event for the
three organizations chosen
to receive grants.
The Brantford Symphony
Orchestra received a grant
of $1,600.00 for the special
March Break Concert on
March 19th, 2016 with music
geared specifically to
students in grades 4 – 6.
This concert is an
opportunity for families to
attend a family friendly
symphony event at the
Sanderson Centre for a very
modest price – adults
$10.00 and children under
12 free. . Committee
members saw this as a
chance to experience an

orchestral event that many
probably would not have
had otherwise.
Participating in a band is a
great way for youngsters to
have a positive outlet for
their energy. It is a fun way
to learn to play an
instrument, build
confidence and is also an
opportunity to participate
in local events and parades.
And so the Youth Advisory
Committee presented a
grant of $1,400.00 to the
Paris Port Dover Pipe Band
to purchase new practice
chanters. This ensures that
anyone who wishes can
participate free of charge
and also receive a free
instrument.
The third grant of $1,000.00
was presented to the
Brantford Youth Council for
equipment for its ‘Crew
Card’ program which offers

is a $5.00 yearly
membership at Woodman
Park Community Centre
and Branlyn Community
Centre. With this card
youth can take part in
sports programs and enjoy
socializing with their peers
in a safe, encouraging
environment while
providing a deterrent to
negative behaviours. This
program has proven
extremely popular, with 12
to 24 teens attending each
night.
It is easy to see that
committee members took
their task seriously and
looked at where their
limited funding would have
the most impact. YAC
members are taking action
to make our community a
better place and are well on
their way to being the
leaders of the future.

Behind the Scene: Performing Arts Roundtable
The lobby of the Sanderson Centre was full of discussion and ideas, as members
of local theatrical, choral, and instrumental groups came together Wednesday,
March 2nd. The meeting was called to discuss the possibility of a new mid-sized
performance venue in the City of Brantford.
This meeting was one of the first steps in identifying a need for a new or
restored site in our community. The role of the task force is to research the need
for a 200-400 seat venue, as well as researching possible locations and various
service models. A report would then be delivered to Brantford City Council.
With the arts community assembled, the task force began a break out session to
discuss needs, current issues, and ideas on how to move forward. Many people in
the room felt that culture is the backbone of any community and that by working
together in an endeavor such as this, the local arts community could create
better cultural enrichment for our city.
Having a mid-sized cultural venue would also be helpful to other segments of the
community, such as: hosting business speakers/seminars, increasing local
tourism, and enabling groups to share space and costs. Many people felt that it
was encouraging to see the amount of connection and collaboration in the room.
The next steps for the task force will be to collect and compile all the
information gathered from the meeting and analyse the results. They will also
start to look at different service models and case reports, then report back to
council with all the findings in June. The group is still looking to hear feedback
and welcome further discussion and generation of ideas.
For more information, please contact Sara Munroe, Arts & Culture Coordinator
for the City of Brantford: smunroe@brantford.ca or 519-751-9900 x5048.

Follow us on facebook or twitter: BScenePaper
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BAdvised Jennifer Bonas-Kelly

Kathryn Kissenger

Community Employment Service

Kathryn Kissenger HR
Services

230 Shellard Lane
519.759.HELP (4357)

www.CommunityEmploymentService.com

Interview Follow Up: Get That Job Offer
Just because the interview is over, doesn’t
mean that’s the end of the interview. Keep
in contact with the potential employer by
sending a follow up letter. The letter will
provide additional opportunities to
demonstrate your value and attributes to
your “future employer”.
The first step is to ensure the follow up
letter reaches the employer within 24
hours of the interview. This will keep you
fresh in the interviewer’s mind. Ensure all
letters are personalized._Both e-mail and
regular mail is acceptable. The letter
should be formal with correct spacing,
spelling, and grammar._
Keep the letter concise and on point,
making sure you include some highlights
of the interview and your strengths. Start
the letter with thanking the interviewer for
his/her time. Reflect on the interviewer’s
needs identified during the conversation.
This will bring the meeting back into focus,
showing your attentiveness. Express
enthusiasm for the company and you
interest in becoming part of the team.

Don’t hesitate to ask for the job.
If you provide references during a job
interview, contact each person to alert
them of a potential call from the
companies where you applied. Follow up
with a telephone call to enquire about
where the company is in the hiring
process. Provide additional information if
necessary. Highlight your strengths.
Continue your search while you’re waiting!
If you were not the successful candidate
remain positive. Enquire about other
opportunities in the company and the
interviewer’s knowledge of upcoming
positions._The interviewer will take note of
your networking abilities. You may get the
opportunity to gain knowledge about
other positions.

Tammy Hunt-Eechaute
The Closet Door
111 Sherwood Dr
519‐771‐8954
www.facebook.com/TammyJeanene

The Closet of Many Colours!
The Closet Door is a store of many colours,...through community supporting patients in all
areas of cancer through their purchases made and donating in style, Brand Name Apparel
through The Closet Door. The Closet Door established in March of 2014,.. Has received 8
Readers Choice Awards including Best New Business in Brantford,..some people are still
surprised to walk in and not heard about us,..i say we are Brantford's BEST kept secret! I am
thankful to those customers who refer their friends to The Closet and are remembered on
their repeat visits!
The Closet Door has raised $10,282.00 in monetary donation to our local BGH Cancer Clinic
and has also gifted more than $10,000.00 gifting 50 patients in treatment at the clinic. Last
year a patient was gifted a weekend getaway to Niagara Falls through The Closet Door's
Fundraiser "The Catwalk for Cancer Care",..this year we hope to gift TWO patients from the
clinic from our Broadway Event "CHALK" set to take the Stage May 29th Staring Shari, Melanie,
Jenn, Brittany, Mya and ME! Hosted by Brantford's very own Melanie Crawford of Relentless
and Co. With Crepes prepared locally by Starving Artist, and coffee donated by Personal
Coffee Service to serve you BScene's Ambassador Joshua!
Supporting Local is what were all about we may be small,.. But together have built a HUGE
heart and will continue to do so with encouraging the community to drop off their in style
brand name clothing so we can continue to keep the bright spots going and the colours
brighten inside the Closet Door! Fashion Advice YES!,..here's a tip!
"Its always in style to donate", "no one ever became broke from donating",.."wearing your
heart on your sleeve is always trending"! I tip my hat to all of you in our community for your
support!

519.755.9254
www.KissingerHRServices.com

Public Holiday Pay

I thought this would be a good time to clarify
some common misconceptions with regard
to Public Holiday Pay.
The Employment Standards Act defines a
“Public Holiday” as any of the following

public holiday.
In cases where employees agree to or are
required to work on public holidays, they are
entitled to substitute days off and special
pay.

New Year’s Day Good Friday, Victoria Day
Canada Day Labour Day, Thanksgiving Day,
Christmas Day, Boxing Day

The employer pays the employee’s wages
at his or her regular rate for the hours
worked on the public holiday and
substitutes another day off that would
normally be a working day for the employee,
and for which he or she shall be paid public
holiday pay; or
If the employee and the employer agree,
the employer shall pay the employee public
holiday pay for the day plus premium pay
for each hour worked on that day.
Premium pay to an employee for working
a public holiday shall be at least one and
one half (1.5) times his or her regular rate. If
an employee receives premium pay for
working on a public holiday, the hours
worked on the Holiday are not included in
calculating any overtime pay to which the
employee may be entitled.
The employee has no entitlement to
premiums if he or she fails, without
reasonable cause, to work all of his or her
last regularly scheduled day of work before
or all of his or her first regularly scheduled
day of work after the public holiday.

“Any day prescribed as a Public Holiday”,
(either Family Day, Easter Monday, or Civic
Holiday).
As long as the employee(s) receive a
minimum 9 public holidays off, it doesn’t
matter which of the days they receive.
Public holiday pay is calculated as the total
amount of regular wages earned and
vacation pay payable to the employee in the
four work weeks before the work week in
which the public holiday occurred, divided
by 20.
If the Public holiday is normally a working
day the employer must give the employee
the day off work and pay him or her public
holiday pay for that day.
If it is not normally a working day or is a day
on which the employee is on vacation, the
employer must substitute another day that
would normally be a working day and for
which the employee shall be paid public
holiday pay as if the substitute day were a

For more information, please contact me at
kissingerhrservices.com

Chris Schmidt
The Colour Shoppe Inc.
41 Morton Avenue East
519.753.3406
www.colourshoppeinc.com

The Truth Behind Paint & Primer-in One
One of the biggest myths in advertising is “Paint & Primer-In-One”. The box stores
have created quite a stir through creative marketing by using a play on words. So
many people are misinformed and do not understand that the primer cannot stick to
the wall before the paint when they are mixed together.
Realistically, these paints are just thick paint. Thick paint designed to hide over
another colour. You still need a primer for new drywall, oil paint, bare wood,
varnished wood, and more. These products cannot prime those surfaces.
Sadly, the product has poor coverage (low square footage) and sets up too quickly
not allowing people to properly apply the product. They tote one-coat-coverage to
appeal to peoples’ impatience and fast-paced lifestyles. Unfortunately, some colours
require two or three coats to hide over the existing colour. All this hype on television
and in newspapers gives people false hope.
We make sure you understand what you are purchasing and why you need it. No
secrets. We like to educate our customers with the truth! We all take pride in
providing personal service to make sure you are completely satisfied with our
products and services. We spend the time to answer your questions and make
ourselves available to make sure your project goes smoothly. Customer Service with
every purchase. Guaranteed.
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It's About Time
Have you ever noticed that there seem to be as
many expressions dealing with time as there are
minutes in an hour or maybe in a day? And, if you
were going to get into all the various languages of
the world, the expressions-count would probably
jump up to the equivalent of the number of stars
in the sky.
Lately I have been wondering what happened in
the world long past that started us on this path of
‘time’. When did time as we know it actually
begin? Was there time before we figured out
language, or even how to count? The language of
numbers, counting, and time make up the biggest
part of our lives whether we want to admit it or
not. I feel that we live our lives mostly dependent
on time in all of its manifestations, throughout our
prehistory and history, time and its measurement
has been what regulates virtually every aspect of
our existence. Astrological, seasonal, and
biological measurement; we have mechanical
clocks, electronic clocks, and now even atomic
clocks. We measure time in lengths, in terms of
growth and in decay. Who knows what might be
next and who really cares? I don’t have anything
in my life that requires me to be on time to within
1/1,000,000,000th of a minute and I think it’s safe
to say that most of you don’t either. Really, what is
time but an arbitrary measurement of our
existence? Somewhere in the past, someone
completely unknown to the present made a
decision that such and such would be an inch, or a
foot, or a meter; that this many objects would be
forever be called three or five or one bazillion.
And measurement in general just keeps going and
growing smaller all the ‘time’.
Keeping to simple designations we have (in
descending order) millennium (no falcon here),
century, decade, year (solar), month (lunar), week,
day, morning, afternoon, evening, night, hour,
minute, second, millisecond, microsecond,
nanosecond, and so on. Believe it or not there are

Follow us on facebook or twitter: BScenePaper

five smaller divisions of the second after the nano.
What’s next? Who knows? I don’t really care.
If you’re like me and are willing to admit it, you
have definitely wasted time, both in past times
and present times, and in doing so perhaps you
feel that you’ve lost time and that maybe you are
running out of time. Now, to make up time, if you
can find the time to take your time and utilize
your down time or spare time to save time and
get what you really want. Now that we’ve passed
through wintertime and survived, and are now
into springtime, some planning for vacation time
in the summertime is in order, or maybe just
some sack-time anytime. It could take a long
time, or if you’re lucky, just a short time, but
anytime you mind the time and don’t stall for
time you could end up with some quality time. If
you ever feel like you’re getting pressed for time
or are moving into some hard times, take the
time to stop and think. Time after time since
time immemorial people just don’t take the time
to think or even the time to breathe and as a
result end up pressed for time. Then it’s only a
question of time before the rough times begin
and you end up on borrowed time, maybe even in
desperate times. At this point in time and if the
time is right you might consider taking time out.
Or taking some time off to make some time to do
some face time with you know who and just have
a nice time. You don’t always need much time to
diffuse the time bomb for the time being.

Maybe, in time, rather than killing time or
stalling for time, you can buy time and before

you are pressed for time you’ll find it’s the right
time for some quality time and slow down and
think.

After all, there’s never a wrong time to make time
to mind the times.
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LOL Luvern on Laughs
out how to take better
pictures. Over time, I
improved and posted the
'good' pictures on my
Facebook page. This is when
my life really started to
change.

Hello again comedy fans,
thanks for flipping to my
column. Have you been
enjoying some local talent
lately? I hope so because
our amateurs need your
support. Unfortunately, I
haven't been around the
scene lately as I moved
March 1st. It's been a
challenging time for me with
all these changes, but I know
the shows in town are doing
well because I'm connected
to them through Facebook.
Thought I'd take this
opportunity to write a little
about myself this month, to
give you some insights about
my work / volunteering /
'stuff I do' for comedy. It's a
good story about how action
turns into results; very
similar to amateur
comedians trying to make
money doing what they love.
Two years ago I went to the
comedy show at The Station
Coffee House in Brantford. I
was shocked it was free,
considering Scott
Faulconbridge walked on
stage as the last act (aka
headliner). I immediately
recognized him from a
recent TV comedy special
and couldn't figure out why
he was in Brantford! A free
comedy show in town
showcasing TV talent? I was
hooked. Every week I was
there watching, listening,
laughing, learning, chatting
with comedians and making
new friends. I decided to
bring my camera and take
pictures of the comedians
during their set so I could
learn about low lighting
shots. I learned that low
lighting and moving people
on stage makes for lots of
blurry pictures lol. Like a
new comedian figuring out
their material, I was figuring

The amateur comedians
loved having quality pictures
to use for their social media
accounts. They used my
pictures to promote
themselves on posters for
upcoming shows, and people
in the audience easily
recognized the performing
comedians. Awesome! I was
in the middle of the fastest
growing network of people
I've ever known. Going to
shows three or four nights a
week created tons of
pictures and I needed help.
Comedians told me I should
have a 'photography name'
and it was Clifford Myers
that suggested “Back Of The
Room”. That's also a
common term for
comedians; a place where
they meet before a show.
Apropos? I'd say so...

As an amateur photographer,
I've included one of my first
shots from The Station
Coffee House back in April of
2014. The colour is horrible,
framing could be better,
expression is great, it's out
of focus and sorta blurry too.

Lol. Fast forward two years
later. My latest shot is Glen
Foster aka That Canadian
Guy, who's an internationally
sought after comedian. He's
using my photograph as his
profile picture on Facebook
right now. I am honoured.
That's huge.
The point I hope you're
taking away from my little
story is that with effort,
amazing things can happen.
I put the effort into
improving my photography,
and the local comedians are
putting effort into creating
jokes that will make you
laugh. I've taken some
horrible pictures that you'll
never see, and the amateurs
write jokes you'll never hear.
The analogies are
surprisingly similar if you
think about it. I followed
something I really enjoyed;
the comedians are too. I
took pictures of comedians
because it made me happy;
the comedians love working
to make people laugh. I
failed so many times I can't
remember; they have
bombed on stage when their
jokes didn't land. I've had
some mind-blowing
awesome pictures; they've
had an applause break, room
full of roaring laughter, or
possibly a standing ovation.
I've put lots of time into
processing photographs;
comedians spend time
preparing their jokes. I've
connected with a network of
comedy professionals; oh
wait, this point is the same,
lol.
Nowadays, I have a web-site
and comedy producers
contact me to shoot their
show. That's pretty
incredible considering I just
like to laugh. Follow your
dream. Do what you love.
Make yourself happy, and for
the love of God....SEE MORE
LIVE COMEDY! LOL!

Aries: Finally life begins to pick up and you are gifted with
some forward motion. However you don’t have to charge
forward too hard. Life is easier if you don’t force things, instead
trust in divine timing.
Pisces: Hopefully you are beginning to understand that you are
a mega blessing to this world. Now it’s time to own it. Know you
are worthy and don’t settle for any less than what your heart
desires. It’s also okay to say no.
Aquarius: Speak up! Share your message and you will be
astonished by who or what opportunities you attract into your
life. If there’s something you want you must express yourself in
order to receive it.
Capricorn: Stability, comfort and security are themes for you
this month. Are you feeling stable in life? If not muster up the
courage to make the changes you know you must make. Take
care or yourself first and foremost.
Sagittarius: Time to embrace a child like wonder. Play, create
and have as much fun as possible. Trust in what your heart is
guiding you to do.
Scorpio: Take life moment by moment. Deep breaths will go far
this month. Your relationship to your body is also in focus. Are
you loving or criticizing your body? It does a lot for you and
deserves your unconditional love.
Libra: Relationships are in focus this month and that's very
important to you. Crucial to remember that the longest and
most important relationship you will ever be in is with yourself.
Love yourself first.
Virgo: Listen to your feelings and emotions this month because
they are guiding you. If you are feeling low surrender to it and
trust the the highs will return. Trust the process and do not
fear the unknown.
Leo: Expand, travel and embrace an optimistic perspective of
life. If there is somewhere you've always wanted to go or
something you've always wanted to learn now is the perfect
time to start making it happen.
Cancer: You legacy is under the spot light. You may feel a drive
to create, build and achieve. You can do it! Sometimes we must
venture into uncomfortable areas to reap the rewards. Do not
fear commitment.
Gemini: Your tribe is looking for you! This is a social month of
aligning with like minded individuals. Accept invitations to
events and opportunities. You will meet great people this
month.
Taurus: This is a month of cleansing and release. It is
important to be gentle, understanding and easy with yourself.
Do not attempt to make logical sense of life, instead let it
unfold in it's own time.
Looking for even deeper insight? Shannon is available for
your own personal readings.
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Sandra on Scene: Marching on in Brantford

March was another busy month for Theatre related
activities in Brantford.
Performing Arts Roundtable

The Brantford Theatre Scene began March 2, 2016,
with a Performing Arts Roundtable discussion led by
a city Task Force held in the Sanderson Centre
Lobby on Dalhousie Street looking at the need for a
mid sized performance theatre in Brantford.
Approximately, 40 representatives from the various
performing arts in Brantford were on hand to
present their views and to support the very real fact
that the city does need a 250 to 300-seat facility as
part of its culture. Theatre was largely represented.
The task force will gather information from various
performance groups, investigate locations and then
report to Brantford City Council. For more
information, please contact Sara Munroe, Arts &
Culture Coordinator for the City of Brantford:
smunroe@brantford.ca or 519-751-9900 x5048.

as the doctor the previous weekend.
Thirteen-year-old Sedgwick, played by Brantford’s
Mikayela Piet, has been dragged by her mother Joan
to visit her aunt and uncle, only to discover she will
be saddled with watching over her odd Uncle Wilby
for an entire day. Mikki Piet says she enjoyed the
character because she got to behave in rather bratty
ways that her own mother would never let her get
away with. Piet says, “The part of the play that
impacted me most was the last scene with Uncle
Wilby. It is touching and has made me realize how
much I miss the hugs of my own Grandpa.”
Bruce Farley of St. George, ON, a seasoned actor
who has also done some professional ACTRA work,
says he enjoyed the challenge of portraying the
comical silliness of Uncle Wilby and then
transitioning to his dramatic reality at the end of the
play.
Of the play Farley says, “I think the closing scenes
make me think of all the people who are close to me,
and mean so much to me in my own life.”
Martin Smith, Writer, Director and Producer of THE
OTHER NOISE is pleased with the shows’ run and
the audience reactions. “The beauty of community
theatre, for me, is that you are afforded the
opportunity to witness how caring, dedicated and
creative people can bring to life ideas and emotions
with complete freshness each and every
performance,” says Smith. Of the six performances
he says, “No two shows of The Other Noise were
quite the same, but they were all the children of the
great actors and crew that I was honoured to work
with.” Smith adds, “It is rewarding as a writer to see
the page unfold on stage like origami and humbling
to see an audience moved to both tears and
laughter.”
www.ichthystheatre.ca
ICHTHYS can also be found on Twitter and
FaceBook.

The stage at the Gord Paynter Theatre in North Park
Collegiate was occupied the first weekend of March
by THE OTHER NOISE written by Martin Smith,
presented by ICHTHYS Theatre. BScene attended
on Friday March 4, and was presented with a
moving and humourous exploration into coping
with grief by actors Bruce Farley, Mikki Piet, Kevin
Proctor, Elliejae Stortini, Kaela Gillan, John
Centorrino, Christabell Creighton and Sydney
Baillie. Steven B. Andrews performed Proctor’s part
Follow us on facebook or twitter: BScenePaper

Spiritus Theatre’s Disciples

A little Whimsy with Dreams Come True, A
Princess Review

Robbie Nagle as Jesus in Spiritus Theatre’s The
Disciples. Contributed photo.

ICHTHYS Makes Noise

Bruce Farley and Mikki Piet perform a scene from
Martin Smith’s THE OTHER NOISE, presented by
ICHTHYS Theatre.
Photo by Sandra L. Anderson.

colourful costumes and a cast of 15. It covered
several years of Disney princess classics from Snow
White’s “I’m Wishing” to Elsa’s “Let It Go”. Songs
from the Disney movies Snow White, Cinderella,
Tangled, Sleeping Beauty, Little Mermaid, Beauty
and the Beast, Aladdin, and Frozen were featured.
Host narrators throughout the evening were
Whimsical’s president Meghan Graham as Snow
White and the troupe’s Vice President Jessica
Crowley as Cinderella.
“I am very pleased with the way everything went,”
says Graham. “Everyone did a wonderful job…it was
magical!” She says Whimsical Players hopes to
revive the review in the future. Meanwhile, several
of the actors are available for children’s birthday
parties and other community events dressed as
various characters.
A special shout out goes to Jessica Hamilton and
ICHTHYS Theatre for the curtains, projection
screen and sound equipment. Hamilton doubled as
Tech and performer leaving the board briefly to be
Ariel from The Little Mermaid.
The audience, full of both children and adults, all
left with smiles.
Check out Whimsical Players on FaceBook and
Twitter.

Sandra L. Anderson as the Fairy Godmother
singing Bibbiddi Bobbiddi Boo from Cinderella in
Whimsical Player’s Disney review. Photo by
Joshua Wall.
BScene was happy to be seen at Whimsical Players’
DREAMS COME TRUE, A PRINCESS REVIEW held at
the Doug Snooks Eagle Place Community Centre on
Saturday, March 12.
The new theatre troupe made up of seasoned
Brantford area performers, moved from a smashing
debut of their first production, BEAUTY AND THE
BEAST, the last weekend of February to this Disney
Review 12 days later. This free event was a fun romp
through the animated feature Disney songbook with

Just in time for Easter, Spiritus Theatre presented
THE DISCIPLES with its message of faith and love
triumphing over evil. The play, written by the
troupe’s founder, Robbie Nagle explored the
Christian Bible’s story of Jesus Christ’s ministry,
crucifixion and resurrection from the perspective of
his disciples. The play ran March 18- 20, 2016 at
New Covenant Christian Fellowship, 22 Holiday
Drive, Brantford, ON.
Much of the story was taken from the Gospels of
Luke and John with the character of John serving as
the narrator. Nagle played Jesus. Some liberties
were taken with the story as Satan appears in the
play portrayed by Nicole Nagle.
“Our run of The Disciples was one of the greatest
shows we have ever done,” says Nagle. “Not only was
the show greatly entertaining, both for audience
and cast, but it was an emotionally and spiritually
touching show that deeply reached the cast and
spoke to the audience at a higher level.”
He says one audience member was so touched by
the message of the play that they said, “It really
makes you realize what's truly important, not what
you have but, what you believe.” Another said
“Amazing! Best production of an Easter story I have
seen.”
Spiritus Theatre is a Christian based community
theatre group. This script was a revamped version
of the first play they ever did, also performed close
to Easter in 2013.
Spiritus Theatre Productions can be found on
FaceBook.

A Look Back

changes and two fires, yet continued
to produce stoneware through to 1906
when it closed.

Inland community economies in the
first half of the 19th century were
local. Because of the poor conditions
of the roads most staple items were
crafted locally. This would change with
the coming of the railways in the
second half of the 19th century. The
railway permitted goods manufactured
inland to easily and speedily reach
ports and other communities along
the railway. The railway allowed small
manufacturers with innovative ideas
and products to grow through
economies of scale; their goods were
no longer confined to a local market.
The opening of the of the Grand River
Navigation Company’s canal to
Brantford in 1848 turned Brantford
into a busy forwarding centre,
especially for flour, but also timber
and agricultural produce. Then the
arrival of the Buffalo, Brantford, &
Goderich Railway in 1854 combined
with Brantford’s central location all
combined to attract industry to the
Town. However, the farm implement
manufacturing companies that built
Brantford’s economy did not start to
develop and flourish until the 1870s.
The Earliest Manufacturers
As discussed in my February column,
Philip VanBrocklin started Brantford’s
first manufacturing company, the
Brantford Engine Works in 1844. This
would evolve into Waterous Engine
Works and become the first Canadian
company in continuous operation for
100 years. It lasted 148 years.
VanBrocklin started by producing
stoves and plows.
Pottery
In 1849 Justus Morton, who emigrated
from Lyons, NY, established Morton &
Co, at the corner of Dalhousie and
Clarence Streets, where the Husky
gasoline station is today, to produce
stoneware. The company was locally
known as Brantford Pottery. It was one
of the earliest stoneware
manufacturers in Ontario. In the 1870s
the company enjoyed a near monopoly
of the market for stoneware in
southwestern Ontario. By the mid1880s glass and sheet-metal ware
began to chip away at the stoneware
market. The company underwent
several ownership changes, name

Stove works
In 1850 B.G. Tisdale started a foundry
which became known as the Brantford
Stove Works. The company produced
stoves and stove furniture. Stoves
were a common product produced by
foundries. William Buck started a tin
and stove business in 1852 which he
later merged into the Victoria Foundry.
In 1866 the company moved from its
west end Colborne Street location to
premises on West Street bounded by
Brant Avenue and William Street, were
Tom Thumb Park is today. The
business incorporated as the William
Buck Stove Company in 1897. Buck’s
Radiant Home stove for the kitchen
and Happy Thought stove for the
parlour became household names
across Canada, Europe and Australia.
In 1903 the factory moved to Elgin
Street at the railway underpass, just
east of Clarence Street. The McClary
Company of London purchased the
company in 1920 and the factory
closed in 1931 when all manufacturing
was moved to London.
Railway workshop
The Grand Trunk Railway Workshops
were established in 1854 by the Buffalo,
Brantford, & Goderich Railway. The
workshops, which produced castings
and railway equipment, were located
along the Grand Trunk Railway tracks
on Usher and Sydenham Streets. The
workshops were closed and moved to
London in 1897 when the City of
Brantford aided the Toronto, Hamilton,
& Buffalo Railway to complete its line
from Brantford to Hamilton ending the
Grand Trunk’s monopoly in Brantford.
The workshop employed about 300
men at the time of its closing. Pratt &
Letchworth, of Buffalo, NY, took over
the works in 1900 and manufactured
malleable iron castings. In 1912
Canadian Car and Foundry of Montreal
purchased the company. It closed in
1952 when all operations were moved
to Montreal. The company occupied all
the land where the railway sorting
yard is now. The pattern shop of Pratt
& Letchworth is still in use today as
retail space on Usher Street across
from Yates Castle.
First farm implement manufacturer
Jesse O. Wisner came to Brantford
from Wayne County, NY in 1857 and
engaged in the manufacture of fanning
mills. The company Jesse started
became the Town’s first farm
implement manufacturer. Jesse’s son,
Wareham, started his own company in
1871 making seed drills. Father and son
merged in 1872 to become J.O. Wisner
Son & Co. The company amalgamated
with the Massey-Harris Company in
1891. Their factory was located at
Clarence and Wellington Streets.
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Candies and biscuits
In 1863 William Paterson and Henry B.
Leeming established a baking,
confectionary, and cigar factory on the
north side of Colborne Street where
the parking lot of the Royal Bank is
today. Lemming left the business in
1872, it was then solely operated by
Paterson until his son joined the
business in 1894. The business came to
be known as William Paterson & Son
Co. Limited. The business grew
steadily making biscuits, chocolates,
and candies. Cigar production was
discontinued during WWI. George
Weston Ltd bought the company in
1928. The plant operated until 30May-1975.
Carriages and wagons
Carriage and wagon production began
in earnest when Adam Spence founded
City Carriage Works in 1857. Spence
made carriages, wagons, buggies, and
sleighs in a factory on the north side
of Colborne Street between Charlotte
and Clarence Streets. In 1864 a fire
burned the factory to the ground.
Spence rebuilt on Colborne Street at
Echo St, where Laurier’s Dalhousie
Centre is today. In 1866 Thomas and
John Hext opened the Brantford
Carriage Works at Dalhousie and
Queen Streets. The output from this
operation was largely sold throughout
southwestern Ontario. Neither of
these companies grew to become
substantial, long lasting companies.
Brantford Carriage Works ceased
production in 1891. Adams’ Wagon
Company started in Paris in 1863 and
moved to Brantford in 1901, at the
behest of Harry Cockshutt, to grow
Brantford’s industrial base. The
company located at the corner of
Mohawk and Greenwich Streets.
Adams manufactured wagons and
buggies. Adams was acquired by
Cockshutt Plow Company in 1911. In
1929 Adams was merged with other
Cockshutt carriage companies and
renamed Canada Carriage and Body.
In 1938 Canada Carriage was renamed
Brantford Coach and Body. A new
plant was built on Shaver Street in
Cainsville in 1958 to replace the
antiquated Mohawk Street factory.
Brantford Coach and Body was sold to
Trailmobile Canada in 1968. This plant
closed in 1990 and production was
transferred to the U.S.
The early manufacturers suffered
regular setbacks, fire being the most
devastating, but they rebuilt and
continued. The boom and bust cycle of
the economy caused havoc and
companies changed hands on a regular
basis. But there was a sense of
optimism and the Town continued to
grow and attract new businesses.
However, the best was yet to come.
Next time, the rise of the farm
implement manufacturers.

When Churchill
Stopped In at the
Brantford Club

When Churchill stopped in at the Brantford
Club,
He puffed on a big cigar,
And chatted up the good old boys
Who stood around the bar.
Mayor Cockshutt was one and so was
Wilkes –
And Preston and Digby and Harris.
They talked about the Boer Campaign
And how the Empire would not be
embarrassed.
An interesting fact in Winston’s visit
Was that he was there at all;
For he was previously booked and cancelled
For the comforts of Rideau Hall.
Yes, it seems that he had had a tiff
With the agent that booked his tour.
So he rebelled until his pay was raised
By behaving like a Boer.
But when the battle was won, the tour
resumed,
And Winston Churchill was on his way –
Giving speeches across the colony
Where e’er colonials could pay.
And so, in January of nineteen-o-one,
He landed at the Brantford Club,
And was entertained in a royal way
By those he had previously snubbed.
The Expositor reported on the previous day
That Churchill would make amends
By donating the proceeds of his speech
To a memorial for South Africa’s friends.
So, on January third, at the Opera House
An honour guard of Boer War vets
Led the war correspondent to the stage
Where he lectured on South Africa’s threats.
He painted a picture of steamers and trains
And attacks by well-armed Dutch,
And of his capture and his daring escape
To Durban – beyond the rebels’ clutch.
And he praised the Canadian contingent
For their courage – even when out-gunned.
And true to his word, Churchill gave up his
fee
To the South African Soldiers’ fund.
Then Churchill stopped in at the Brantford
Club
And puffed on a big cigar
And chatted up the good old boys
Who stood around the bar.
And they gave him a supper of the finest
fare
To be found in this untamed land.
Then after a good night’s sleep, Winston
caught a train
To where they’d pay, further up the Grand.
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Being Seen with BScene

A look back on March, through the eyes of our reporters and photographers.

Photos: Belinda J. Clements
The grounds of Myrtleville House were filled with excitement as an EGG-uberant crowd waited to hunt Easter Eggs on Saturday, March 26th. So many kids
and their families turned out for the fun to gather eggs and turn them in for candies and chocolate. The Brant Historical Society and several volunteers put
on the annual event and donations were accepted for the society. The event also featured a ribbon-cutting ceremony, crafts, face painting, and tours. Mother's
Pizza Parlour and Spaghetti House - Brantford was on site and handed out free pizza. Even the Easter Bunny herself came to watch the kids hunt for Easter
Eggs.

Photos: Dean Ellis

Follow us on facebook or twitter: BScenePaper
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Being Seen with BScene

A look back on March, through the eyes of our reporters and photographers.

Photos: Kara Wilson
The Rise Centre hosted an Open House during March Break with great success. The Rise offered a variety of classes such as Yoga, TRX and boot camps
throughout the week from 9am-7pm. They also hosted a Basketball Camp with the help of David Johnson, Pro Skills Trainer, Tyrell Vernon, Mississauga
NBL Power Basketball Team and Kelly Van Leeuwen, former Captain at Niagara University and former St. John's College Student.
As a special treat to wrap up an amazing week, Q-Mack inspired a gymnasium full of guests with tips and freestyle tricks. Q-Mack engaged with the
audience with inspiring “Q-isms” that helped build confidence by not being afraid of failure and always doing your best. There was a clear message with
humorous undertones that success comes with practise, hard work and being fearless when trying something new.

Photos: Dean Ellis
Nearly one hundred people came and went the evening of March 4th for the first anniversary of The Crawford Collective. Located at 4 King Street, in Downtown Brantford, this
home of 16 local artists celebrates the first Friday of every month with an event dubbed “First Friday”. Guests are welcomed into the gallery to meet and greet with artists, admire,
and hopefully purchase, new pieces displayed.
This “First Friday” Honourable MPP Dave Levac was in attendance to present a scroll honouring the anniversary of The Crawford Collective and to partake in a special
announcement. He proudly exclaimed that from now on October 23rd would be declared ‘Lawren Harris Day”. A celebration of the arts and its impact on the City of Brantford. He
stood by the statement that all three levels of government: municipal, provincial and federal; would be working together to promote arts and culture in Brantford and striving to
make this an officially celebrated day.
“All humanity has to celebrate and embrace the arts, because it does not make us whole people when we remove it. You can not be a whole person without exposure to the arts.” MPP Dave Levac
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BScene Arts Scene: Keith Shearsby

BScene: How long have you
been an artist?
Keith: I know many artists
say this, but it really is true;
for as long as I can
remember. One incident that
stands out happened when I
was about four years old. I
borrowed my father's pen
knife without asking. It was
something I would usually
get in trouble for, especially
since I dulled the blade
carving a face into a stone.
When he came home from
work, my dad looked at it
and instead of getting angry
like he usually would, he
praised my work. I
remember thinking that,
because it was good, I didn't
get in trouble. That was
probably the wrong lesson to
learn from that, but I ran
with it. As long the result
was good you could get away
with things. I completed my
formal art training in my
early 20’s. I tried other
things too. I took pilot

training in the Air Force,
worked in sales, and all sorts
of other things. I eventually
came back to art, and by 25 I
was painting and sculpting
seriously. That would make it
over 30 years, but I don’t
even think about it anymore;
it’s been a while.
BScene: What is your
inspiration as an artist?
Keith: I suppose it depends
on the body of work; I have
two main branches. My
sculpting is very personal
and it comes from my life
experiences. My current
series is called “Useful
Things”. I've felt less than
useful at different points in
my life, while I was trying
different things. Sometimes
there are lulls in a career,
but there are still people
around who depend on you.
I thought I would play with
the idea of usefulness itself.
The way it acts as a filter
that limits our experience of
the world. I work through
some personal problems
using my sculptures. That’s
what gets me up in the
morning. I really feel that it’s
worth doing, and what I am
meant to be doing. However,
I trained as a painter first. I
used to do large
expressionist, figurative
pieces, full of angst, when I
was in my twenties. One of
the early joys I discovered,
and one of the best way to
improve your skill set as a
painter, is to go out into
nature and to paint. The
thing I didn't expect, was
that it would be such a good
balancing act with my
sculpting. It can take me
eight months to do a single
sculpture piece, but with
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plein air painting, I can be
finished in two to three
hours. Sculpting tends to
drain me of energy whereas
painting seems to recharge
my batteries and gives me
energy. I love them both. It’s
a good balance.
BScene: What is one piece of
advice you have for aspiring
artists?
Keith: First of all, get your
training. If you are really sure
that you want to do it, go to
school. Pick the best school
you can afford and go. Get
your degree, get your
masters. That’s becoming
important now. Then, throw
away everything that didn't
resonate with you. It takes a
number of years to forget all
of the borrowed ideas that
you’ve learned. Find your
own voice and keep at it, just
keep making things. Learn
your craft and become fluent
with your materials. Over
and over, everyday. Don’t
stop working, because it is
very hard to pick it up again.
Just let it become part of the
flow of your life. There is no
guarantee of financial
success in the arts, but if you
keep working, you will be
happy when you are working.
BScene: If you weren't an
artist what would you be
doing?
Keith: Well, as I mentioned
before I’ve tried other things.
Training to be a pilot didn't
work out. I sold art in an art
gallery, I framed pictures for
a living, but for the last 12
years I've been very lucky
and have been able to focus
solely on my art. It really
feels like it is what I am

meant to be doing, so I can’t
think of anything else I
would want to do. That’s not
really an answer I guess. I
suppose I might be making
different types of work in a
different medium, but I’d still
be an an artist in one form or
another.
BScene: What is your next
big project?
Keith: Right now is a busy
time for me. I just completed
a group show with members
of the Crawford Collective at
the Norfolk Art Centre in
Simcoe called
“Conversations”. I also just
wrapped up a month long
solo exhibit, at the You Me
Gallery, at 330 James Street
N in Hamilton of my “Useful
Things”. I showed a sampling

of some of my work over the
past 10 years, and closed
with my first performance
piece “Paint Hammer”. Some
of my landscape paintings of
the Grand River are in the
Glenhyrst Art Gallery’s
current exhibition: “Willows
and Watersheds: The Grand
River Landscape” with three
other artists that opened on
March 26th, and runs to May
22nd. In 2017, I’ll have
another showing at
Glenhyrst for my sculptures,
and of course, I’m always
creating new work. So yeah,
I’m busy. To see more of my
paintings, visit the wonderful
Crawford Collective at 4 King
Street in Brantford, or to
learn more about my
sculptural work, you can visit
my website at
keithshearsby.com.
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BScene Music Scene: Metronōm
Jacob met through a drum
circle group and it was
soon apparent that a
collaboration was meant to
be.

If you can imagine the
tantric sounds of a drum
beat with the melodic
sound of a celestial voice,
then you can imagine my
delight when I was able to
meet up with Metronōm.
This duo of Mar Jordan and
Jacob Mann uses a unique
collaboration of sound and
song and a lyrical
mysticism that
encompasses the soul.
The two met in 2014,
evolving from Mar’s poetry
and visual arts. She and

Sitting down at the
Crawford Collective on
King Street in Brantford,
with a backdrop of art and
artisan work that adorn the
walls of this gallery, it was a
perfect setting for digging
into the raw and detailed
expression of Metronōm.
So we got right into it and
the outcome was
outstanding. Listening to
music over YouTube has no
parallel when being in their
presence, you can hear it,
but not until you are in the
same room, do you actually
feel it.
“Harmonic poetry” is how
Mar describes the multidimensional performance
based collective. Both
crediting the community
for much of their
inspiration, Jacob digs in

deeper expressing how
various genres of music
have helped him develop
his part in Metronōm.
Taking influence from the
likes of Led Zeppelin or
heavy metal bands since an
early age; then as a
percussionist in high
school, furthering his
knowledge through theory
and education. Slowly
progressing through his
twenties and moving on to
all types from indie rock,
jazz and pop music; taking
the fabric from education,
theory, and experience, to
creating his own beat. Mar
credits a cultural
background of Portuguese
alto and classical sounds,
and the force of inspiration
she feels when being
exposed to nature amongst
Brant County’s trails and
visual awe. A visual artist as
well as a musician, Mar
sees her poetry and music
stemming from a vast
collection of influences.

Keeping the indie aspect of
their music close,
Metronōm wants to be able
to evolve their sound,
record, and make their
music accessible to their
fans. Something they are
striving for, but for the time
being, they are happy to
live in the moment and
enjoy the intimacy of the
live experience, expanding
their vision, still feeling free
with balance and
expression.
Drum circles and
community involvement
drive this duo, making it
accessible to all. Mar has
spearheaded a project to
have their vision available
to students in schools as
well as in private
residences, creating an
experience and an outlet
through drumming;
providing a resource and
outlet. “It can be a
therapeutic process, and an
experience”
Complementing strengths
is key to success for this
duo. “Tapping into chord
changes and how to make a
scale more interesting,”
Jacob says, “is one of the
ways that makes the
writing process work.” In
that, the melody of their
sound is harmoniously
different, but their shape is
clear with a certain
substance.
Catch this crew at the
Starving Artist among other
great venues in Brantford.

Metronōm. Photos by Dean Ellis.
Check us out in between Issues!
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She Shot, He Edited

When I joined BScene a year ago I was a recent graduate fresh off a photojournalism venture in Haiti. I was drawn to the group's vision for this fresh,
positive local paper and was convinced by their enthusiasm to join the team. Joining with a one year mandate I linked with a number of goals regarding
the look of the overall paper as well as their social media presence. I am proud to say that in the past year, with an amazingly professional team we’ve
grown this paper from 16 to 28 pages per issue, increased our events coverage of this city to a superior level, our events guide alone has increased from
just over 100 monthly local events to well over 300, and our online presence has skyrocketed beyond all of my expectations!
The team at BScene has grown in numbers as well as talent and skill and I’m expecting it to just keep growing and improving with the amazing team
behind each and every issue.
My time with the BScene team has offered me plenty of memorable experiences; meeting new individuals, learning more about the people and
businesses of my hometown community, and I especially appreciate these last few months with my talented friend the Wonderful Ida producing the He
Shot She Shot pages. I am thankful for the many learning opportunities this adventure has brought to me including but not limited to the stress of guest
editing one month’s edition and the exhilarating thrill of photographing Canadian hero Chris Hadfield.
Although first and foremost a photojournalist my other artistic endeavours require a focus and commitment which means I must say goodbye to my
position as Chief Photographer, and my regular contributions to this awesome paper. I hope to remain connected and continue to offer some guest
submissions, but for now…..… It’s time for me to forge ahead to new ventures (last BScene pun, I swear.)
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She Shot, He Forged

Above check out what it takes to make an official Rundown design co.
Railspike knife shot by The Wonderful Ida, edited by Patrick Mceachern.
Below check out some examples of rundown design co. furniture built
and photographed by Patrick McEachern
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